WHY CHOOSE
EXIT REALTY?

EXIT REALTY
GIVES BACK

We know the choice of agent is yours,
so we choose to create the best. Our
agents know that every client matters
because they’re treated like true assets
of our corporation.

When a culture of giving back
grows into community involvement
you get the Spirit of EXIT Dollar-forDollar Matching Program. A portion
of every transaction fee received
by EXIT Realty Corp. International is
applied to charity, making it easier for
our many philanthropic agents and
offices to raise money for beloved,
local, approved, registered charities.
To-date, $6 million has been applied
to the company’s charitable fund.

Agents with integrity who treat
clients like a priority with a
commitment to service
A corporate culture that turns
clients and customers into friends
and family
Prioritizing agent lifestyle helps
develop sales into holistic
experiences
Financially stable agents find
passion in the sale not a means
to an end
A core of forever learning that
creates professionals who will
champion for you
Responsible business practices
that not only change the
industry but better our planet
Employing top tech assets to
provide superior marketing and
a stress-free experience
Part of an extensive, North
American-wide referral network

LET US HELP YOU
MAKE YOUR EXIT
Cher Miculka
Broker Owner
EXIT Premier Realty
C: 210-394-1376
Text CherEXIT to 85377

THERE’S
SIMPLY NO
PLACE LIKE

HOME

HELPING YOU
FIND HOME

WHEN IT FEELS JUST
LIKE HOME

You and your life are unique and EXIT is
here to help you define home on your
terms. Using industry-proven strategies
and today’s top tech EXIT agents keep a
pulse on the marketplace and help:

Home is an essence...

Visit Open Houses to refine what you’re
looking for and offer market expertise

It wraps you in comfort, and fits you
perfectly.
It’s a place filled with you, your story
and the simple pleasures of life.
It’s where you feel most like yourself,

Share Community Info to ensure your
home is located in the heart of your most
important lifestyle factors

spend your days and make your
memories.
So when it’s time for you to choose

Budget to help you determine and
understand your potential buying power

your home, trust your most important
decision and investment to an expert
at EXIT Realty.

Compare to provide MLS® data on what
comparable properties are selling for in
your area of interest

We are a people-oriented company
of professionals who know that your
home is so much more than simply a

Communicate to keep you informed
every step of the way, in the way you
prefer
Advise to help you navigate the process
once you’re ready to make an offer
Negotiate to bring knowledge and skill
to negotiations and always represent
your best interests

roof over your head.

WHY NOT HAVE IT ALL?
At EXIT Realty we believe in making dreams come true. We believe the home
you want is right there and we’ll help you find it. Passionately committed and
always on your side, you can count on us every step of the way.

